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Ocean color chlorophyll algorithms for SeaWiFS
John E. O'Reilly,• StfiphaneMaritorena,2 B. Greg Mitchell,3 David A. Siegel,4
Kendall L. Carder? Sara A. Garver, 6 Mati Kahru, 3 and Charles McClain*
Abstract. A large data set containingcoincidentin situ chlorophylland remote sensing
reflectancemeasurements
was usedto evaluatethe accuracy,precision,and suitabilityof a
wide varietyof oceancolor chlorophyllalgorithmsfor useby SeaWiFS(Sea-viewingWide
Field-of-viewSensor).The radiance-chlorophyll
data were assembledfrom varioussources
duringthe SeaWiFSBio-opticalAlgorithm Mini-Workshop(SeaBAM) and is composedof

919stations
encompassing
chlorophyll
concentrations
between
0.019and32.79/•gL-1.
Most of the observations
are from CaseI nonpolarwaters,and --•20observations
are from
more turbid coastalwaters.A varietyof statisticaland graphicalcriteria were usedto
evaluatethe performancesof 2 semianalyticand 15 empiricalchlorophyll/pigment
algorithmssubjectedto the SeaBAM data. The empiricalalgorithmsgenerallyperformed
better than the semianalytic.Cubicpolynomialformulationswere generallysuperiorto
other kindsof equations.Empirical algorithmswith increasingcomplexity(numberof
coefficientsand wavebands),were calibratedto the SeaBAM data, and evaluatedto
illustratethe relativemerits of different formulations.The oceanchlorophyll2 algorithm
(OC2), a modifiedcubicpolynomial(MCP) functionwhichusesRrs490/Rrs555,well
simulatesthe sigmoidalpattern evidentbetweenlog-transformedradianceratios and
chlorophyll,and hasbeen chosenas the at-launchSeaWiFSoperationalchlorophylla
algorithm.Improvedperformancewas obtainedusingthe oceanchlorophyll4 algorithm
(OC4), a four-band(443, 490, 510, 555 nm), maximumband ratio formulation.This
maximumband ratio (MBR) is a new approachin empiricaloceancolor algorithmsand
hasthe potentialadvantageof maintainingthe highestpossiblesatellitesensor
signal'noiseratio over a 3-orders-of-magnitude
range in chlorophyllconcentration.
1.

Introduction

The influenceof phytoplanktonon the colorof seawaterhas
been studied for several decades.

It is well understood

that

chlorophylla, the primary photosyntheticpigment in phytoplankton, absorbsrelatively more blue and red light than
green, and the spectrumof backscatteredsunlightor color of
oceanwater progressively
shiftsfrom deepblue to greenasthe
concentrationof phytoplanktonincreases[e.g.,Yentsch,1960].
Following successfulhigh-altitude aircraft studies relating
ocean color to chlorophyllconcentration[Clark et al., 1970;
Hovis, 1981], satelliteoceancolor researchbeganin the late
1970swith the coastalzone color scanner(CZCS) aboardthe
Nimbus 7 satellitewhich acquireddata from October 1978 to
June 1986 [Evansand Gordon, 1994;Acker, 1994]. Because
phytoplanktonare the major contributorto ocean color in
offshorewater,the passiveremotemeasurements
of the CZCS
over the oceanswere successfully
usedto quantifyin situ phy•NOAA NationalMarine FisheriesService,Narragansett,
Rhode
Island.
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toplanktonchlorophyllconcentrations.
The CZCS oceancolor
data profoundlyenrichedour understandingof the globaldistribution of phytoplanktonby providinga synoptic,spatially
and temporally cohesivepicture of phytoplanktonbiomass
variabilityonly partially resolvedby previousshipboardsampling [Yoderet al., 1988;Feldmanet al., 1989;Aiken et al., 1992;
McClain, 1993; Yoderet al., 1993;Mitchell, 1994]. Moreover,
combiningCZCS data with shipboarddata and other satellite
measurements,suchas sea surfacetemperaturefrom the advancedvery high resolutionradiometer(AVHRR), provided
insightsinto linkagesbetweenphysicaland biologicaloceanographicproperties[e.g., Sathyendranath
et al., 1991; Denman
and Abbott, 1994] and permitted satellite-basedestimatesof
regional and global phytoplanktonprimary production[e.g.,
Smithet al., 1982;Campbelland O'Reilly,1988;Platt et al., 1991;
Longhurstet al., 1995; Antoine et al., 1996; Behrenfeldand
Falkowski,1997]. Satellite oceancolor data provide the only
practicalmeansfor monitoringthe spatialand seasonalvariations of near-surfacephytoplankton,informationessentialfor
the study of oceanicprimary production,global carbon and
other biogeochemicalcycles,as well as fisheriesresearch.
More than a decade after the end of the pioneer CZCS
mission,a new generationof oceancolor sensorsis emerging
(Table 1). These new sensorshave more wave bands and
higher precisionand are designedto avoid some of the limitationsof the CZCS [Hookeret al., 1993].Alongwith improved
sensors,improvementsin bio-opticalalgorithmsare required
for making accurateestimatesof chlorophylla from satellite
radiancedata. Suchimprovementsare expectedto enhancethe
accuracyof globaloceanphytoplanktonbiomassassessments.
Sincethe 1970s,a varietyof bio-opticalalgorithmshavebeen
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Center Wave Bands for Historical

and
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Contemporary
OceanColorSensors
(400-700 nm Range)

opticalconditionssincetheywill be usedroutinelyto process
dataat the globalscale.To achievethisgoal,a large,globally

Band,

representativeevaluation data set, the SeaBAM data, was

nm

CZCS

412
443

1

490
510

520
530
550
555
560
565
620
665
670
678
682

SeaWiFS

OCTS

1
2
3
4

1
2
3

POLDER

1
2

MODIS
8
9
10

MERIS
1
2
3
4

an evaluationwould also provideusefulinformationfor the
recentlyinitiatedoceancolorsatelliteintercomparison
studies
suchas SIMBIOS (SensorIntercomparison
and Merger for
Biological
andInterdisciplinary
OceanicStudies)[Esaiasetal.,

2
11

3

12

5

3
6

6

13

compiledfromvarioussources,
andcriteriafor objectiveevaluationof algorithmswere developed.The SeaBAM activity
alsoprovidedan opportunityto evaluateandcomparechlorophylla and [C + P] algorithms
from past(CZCS), current
(OCTS,POLDER), andnear-future(MODIS) sensors.
Such

7

4
14

See notationsectionfor acronymdefinitions.

1995].
In thispaperwe report on the resultsof the evaluationof 17

algorithmstestedusingthe SeaBAMdata.The composition
and characteristics of the SeaBAM

data and criteria used in

the evaluationof thesealgorithmsare described.The relative
merits of variousalgorithmformulations,tuned to SeaBAM
data, are alsopresented,and their suitabilityfor operational
useby SeaWiFSand compatibilitywith pastoceancolor data
are discussed.

developedto estimatechlorophylla (C) or chlorophylla +
phaeopigments
([C + P]) concentrationfrom oceanradiance
data.Most of theseare empiricalequationsderivedby statis- 2. Algorithms
tical regressionof radianceversuschlorophyll.Advancesin
Two semianalytic
modelsand 15 empiricalequationswere
varioustheoreticalstudiesandnewparameterizations
of some
evaluated(Table2). Someof the algorithms
requireRrs, and
opticalpropertieshaveyieldedbetterknowledge
of the marine
othersrequire normalizedwater-leavingradianceLwn. The
light field and haveprovidednew toolsfor modelingocean
equationspresentedin this paper reflect the versionsof the
color[e.g.,Gordonet al., 1988;Morel, 1988;Sathyendranath
et
algorithmsin April 1997 at the conclusionof the SeaBAM
al., 1989;Bricaudet al., 1995].The emergence
and developactivity[Firestone
and Hooker,1998],exceptfor the global
ment of semianalytic(or semiempirical)ocean color algoversionsof the Carder and Garret-Siegelmodelswhichwere
rithmslargelyresultfrom theseimprovements
in understandparameterizedand evaluatedfollowingthis workshop.This
ingthe relationship
betweenremotesensing
reflectance
(Rrs)
diversecollectionof algorithmsis brieflydescribedbelow.
andbackscattering
to absorptionratio [MorelandPrieur,1977;
Carderet al., 1986].Semianalytic
algorithmsuse analytical,
optical,Rrs modelsthatcanbe invertedto derivechlorophyll, 2.1. Semianalytic Models
absorption
coefficients
of otheropticallyactivecomponents
in
The Cardermodel(K. L. Carderet al.,Semianalytic
MODIS
the water, suchas gelbstoff,or the backscattering
coefficient algorithms
for chlorophyllandabsorption
with bio-opticaldobo. Empiricismis involvedin the parameterization
of several mainsbasedon nitrate depletiontemperatures,
submittedto
termsusedin thesemodels(e.g.,backscattering,
chla-specific Journalof Geophysical
Research,
1998),is a semianalytic
algoabsorption
coefficient,
spectralshapesof detritalabsorption). rithmbasedon the bo/(a + bo) to Rrsrelationship
[Gordonet
This admixtureof theoryandempiricismisthe reasonthe term al., 1988].It usesthe Rrs at four SeaWiFSwavelengths
to
semianalytic
hasbeenapplied[e.g.,GordonandMorel,1983]to derivethe absorptioncoefficientof phytoplankton
at 675 nm,
describesuchalgorithms.
Despitetheseadvances,
the developmentand evaluationof

aph(675),andthe absorption
coefficient
of coloreddissolved
organic
matter(CDOM) at 400nm,aa(400
). Chlorophyll
a

the accuracyand precisionof oceancolorchlorophyllalgo- concentration
isthencalculated
froman empiricalrelationship
rithms has been impededby the limited numberand geo- betweenaph(675) and chlorophylla. A default, twographicdistributionof simultaneousin situ radianceand chlo- wavelength
empiricalalgorithm(Rrs490/Rrs555)
is usedwhen
rophyll data and the even smaller number of in situ

ap•,(675)is outsidea predetermined
searchrange.Twover-

measurements
coincidentwith satellitedata [Gordonet al.,
1983;Balchetal., 1992].For example,the empiricalalgorithm,
widelyappliedin the processing
of the globalCZCS data set
[Gordonet al., 1983;Feldmanet al., 1989;Evansand Gordon,
1994],was derivedfrom the NimbusExperimentTeam radiance-chlorophyll
data set [Acker,1994] which containsless

parameterized
for subtropical,
unpackaged
pigmentdataanda
secondversionparameterizedfor more packagedpigments
andglobalapplication[Carderet al., 1998].
The Garver/Siegel
model[GarverandSiegel,1997]is a semi-

sions of the Carder model were evaluated: an initial version

analyticalgorithmbasedonthequadratic
formof thebo/(a +
b0) to Rrs relationship.
The modelusespredefinedshapes
for
In January1997,NASA conveneda smallworkinggroup specificabsorptionand backscattering
coefficientsto derive,
(SeaWiFSBio-optical
AlgorithmMini-Workshop;
hereinafter througha nonlinearstatistical
method,the chlorophyll
a conreferredto as SeaBAM) whoseprimarygoalwasthe identifi- centration,the absorption
coefficientdueto phytoplankton
at
cationof chlorophylla (C) and chlorophylla + phaeopig- 441 nm, aph(441), the absorption
coefficient
due to other
ments([C + P]) algorithms
suitablefor operationaluseby particulate
anddissolved
matterat 441nm,adm(441), andthe
SeaWiFS[Firestone
and Hooker,1998].Suchalgorithmsare backscattering
coefficientof particlesat the samewavelength,
expectedto encompassaccuratelya large diversityof bio- bop
(441). Themodelwasinitiallytestedagainst
datafromthe
than 60 stations.
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Table 2. Empirical Algorithms
Algorithm

Type

Global
power
processing
(GPs)
Clark three-

ResultEquation(s)

Band Ratio (R), Coefficients(a)

C•3= 10("ø+"•*R•)
C23= 10("2+a3*R2)

R 1 = log(Lwn443/Lwn550)
R2 = log(Lwn520/Lwn550)

[C + P] = C•3; if C•3 and C23> 1.5 tag

a = [0.053, -1.705, 0.522, -2.440]

power

L-• then[C + P] = C23
[C + P] = 10("ø+"•*R)

hyperbolic+
power

C2• = exp(a0 + al*ln(R))
C23 = (R + a2)/(a3 + a4*R)

R - 1og((Lwn443+ Lwn520)/Lwn550)
a = [0.745, -2.252]

band (C3b)
Aiken-C

Reference

1

2

R = Lwn490/Lwn555

a - [0.464, -1.989, -5.29, 0.719, -4.23]

C = C2•;if C < 2.0 tagL4 thenC = C23
Aiken-P

hyperbolicqpower

C22= exp(a0 + al*ln(R))
C24 = (R + a2)/(a3 + a4*R)

R = Lwn490/Lwn555
a -- [0.696, -2.085, -5.29, 0.592, -3.48]

3

R = log((Lwn520+ Lwn565)/Lwn490)
a = [-0.55006, 3.497]
R 1 = log(Lwn443/Lwn520)
R2 = log(Lwn490/Lwn520)
a = [0.19535,-2.079,-3.497]
R = log(Rrs443/Rrs565)
a = [0.438, -2.114, 0.916, -0.851]
R = log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
a = [0.444, -2.431]
R = log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
a = [0.450, -2.860, 0.996, -0.3674]
R 1 = ln(Rrs490/Rrs555)
R2 = ln(Rrs510/Rrs555)
a = [1.025, -1.622, - 1.238]
R 1 = ln(Rrs443/Rrs555)
R2 = ln(Rrs412/Rrs510)
a = [0.753, -2.583, 1.389]
R = log(Rrs443/Rrs555)
a = [0.2492,- 1.768]
R = ln(Rrs490/Rrs555)
a = [1.077835,-2.542605]
R = log(Rrs443/Rrs555)
a = [0.20766, -1.82878, 0.75885, -0.73979]
R = log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
a = [1.03117, -2.40134, 0.3219897,-0.291066]

4

[C + P] = C22;if [C + P] < 2.0 tagL-•

then
[C+ •]•7C24

OCTS-C

power

C = 10 ("ø+•

OCTS-P

multiple
regression

[C + P] = 10(aO+al*R•+a2*R2)

POLDER

cubic

C = 10(aO+al*R+a2*R2+a3*R3)

CalCOFI two-

power

C = 10 ("ø+"•*•)

band linear
CalCOFI
two-

cubic

C = 10(aO+al*R+a2*R2+a3*R3)

CalCOFI threeband

multiple
regression

C = exp(a0 + al*R1

CalCOFI fourband

multiple
regression

C = exp(a0 + al*R1 + a2*R2)

Morel-1

power

C = 10 ("ø+"•*m

Morel-2

power

C-

Morel-3

cubic

C-- 10(aO+al*R+a2*R2+a3*R3)

Morel-4

cubic

C = 10(aO+al*R+a2*R2+a3*R3)

band cubic

+ a2*R2)

exp(a0 + al*R)

5

6
7

7
7

7
8

9
9
9

References:1, Evansand Gordon[1994];2, Muller-Karger
et al. [1990];D. Clark;McClainand Yeh [1994];3, Aikenet al. [1995];4, Scienceon
the GLI Mission,p. 16; OceanOpticsXIII, Halifax, October1996;5, OceanOpticsXIII, Halifax, October1996;personalcommunication
to C.
McClain,NASA; 6, A. Bricaud,personalcommunication
to S. Maritorena;7, MitchellandKahru [1998];8, OceanOpticsXIII, Halifax, October
1996;9, A. Morel, personalcommunicationto S. Maritorena.

SargassoSea [Garverand Siegel,1997]. Recent developments is a power-lawformulationwhichusesthe sumof Lwn520and
includedthe use of aw(X) valuesfrom Pope and Fry [1997] Lwn565over Lwn490to estimateC, whereasthe OCTS [C +
insteadof Smith and Baker's [1981], the chlorophyll-specific P] model(OCTS-P) usestwo-bandratios,Lwn443/Lwn520and
phytoplanktonabsorptionspectraof Morel [1988] insteadof Lwn490/Lwn520, in a multiple regression function. The
that from Bricaudet al. [1995], and a differentvalue for the POLDER algorithmis consideredempiricalbecauseit isbased
exponentialdecayconstantof the detrital and dissolvedab- on a simpleequationrelatingC to a band ratio, althoughthe
sorption.Details of adjustmentsmade to the model for the equationwasactuallyderivedfrom the useof a modifiedverSeaBAM intercomparisons
are providedby Garver[1997].
sionof the semianalyticmodelof Morel [1988],parameterized
for absorptioninsteadof diffuse attenuationcoefficient(A.
2.2. Empirical Models
Bricaud,personalcommunication,1997).
Most CZCS-pigmentestimateshave been made usingthe
The CalCOFI algorithmsare derived from CalCOFI data
global processingswitching(GPs) algorithm [Gordonet al.,
[Mitchelland Kahru, 1998].The CalCOFI two-bandrelatesC
1983;Feldmanet al., 1989;Evansand Gordon,1994]whichuses
Lwn443/Lwn550
at concentrations
below---1.5/xg L-• and to Rrs490/Rrs555usinga power equation.The CalCOFI twoswitchesto Lwn520/Lwn550
above1.5 /xg L -•, when the band cubicis a third-orderpolynomialequationusingRrs490/
formerbandratio getstoo low (Table2). The Clark three-band Rrs555.The CalCOFI three-band,a multipleregressionequa(C3b) [Muller-Kargeret al., 1990] usesthe samebandsas the
GPs but avoidsband switchingby summingthe 443 and 520
channels,thereby compensatingfor the weaknessof the 443
nm band at high pigment concentrations.The Aiken hyperbolic modelsestimateC and [C + P] by the combinationof a

hyperbolic
functionup to 2/xg L-• witha powerfunctionat
higherconcentrations
[Aikenet al., 1995].The OCTS-C model

tion, has similaritieswith the OCTS-P algorithm and usesthe
Rrs490/Rrs555 and Rrs510/Rrs555 band ratios. The functional

form of the CalCOFI four-band equation is similar to CalCOFI three-band except that it uses Rrs443/Rrs555 and
Rrs412/Rrs510
(Table2). The Morel-1 equationwaspresented
at the Ocean OpticsXIII meeting[Morel,1997] and relatesC
to Rrs443/Rrs555
usinga powerequation(Table2). Morel-2 is

24,940
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3.

Data Sources and Characteristics

Data Set

Provider/PI

of SeaBAM

Location

Data Set

Date

n

fchla fphaeohchla hphaeo

BBOP92-93
BBOP94-95

D. Siegel
D. Siegel

Sargasso
Sea
SargassoSea

monthly,1992-1993
monthly,1994-1995

72
67

72
61

WOCE

J. Marra

C. Davis
C. Trees
C. Davis
K. Carder

March 1993
70
April 1994
March and Sept. 1992 126
May 1989
72
April 1989
40
Aug. 1991
87
July 1992
April 1993

70

EQPAC
NABE
NABE
CARDER

50øS-13øN,88ø-91øW
10øS-30øN,18ø-37øW
0, 140øW
46ø-59øN,17ø-20øW
46øN, 19øW
North Atlantic
Pacific
Gulf Mexico
Arabian

Nov. 1994 and
June 1995

Sea

CALCOFI

G. Mitchell

California

Current

MOCE1

D. Clark

MontereyBay

MOCE2

D. Clark

Gulf California

North Sea

R. Doerffer

55ø-52øN, 0ø-8øE

Chesapeake
Bay L. Harding. -37øN, 75øW
Canadian Arctic

G. Cota

-74.38øN, 95øW

AMT

G. Moore

50øN-50øS

quarterly,Aug. 1993
to July 1996
Sept. 1992
April 1993
July 1994
April and July 1995
August 1996
Sept. 1995 and
April 1996

Total

919

72
67

410, 441, 488, 520, 565, 665
410, 441, 488, 510, 555, 665
410, 441, 488, 520, 565, 665

126
72
40

410, 441, 488, 520, 550, 683
412, 441, 488, 521, 550...
410, 441, 488, 520, 550, 683
412, 443, 490, 510, 555, 670

87

303 303
8
5
10
9
8
42

72
61

303

412, 443, 490, 510, 555, 665
8

8
5

412, 443, 490, 510, 555 ...
412, 443, 490, 510, 555 ...
412, 443, 490, 510, 555, 670
412, 443, 490, 510, 555, 671
412, 443, 490, 509, 555, 665
412, 443, 490, 510, 555 ...

5

10
9

8
42
656

33

448

Wavelength

442

9

fchla:fluorometric
chlorophyll
a; fphaeo:
fluorometric
phaeophytin
a; hchla:
HPLC chlorophyll
a; hphaeo:
HPLC phaeophytin
a.

similar to Morel-1 but uses Rrs490/Rrs555. Morel-3 and -4 are

other examplesof a cubicpolynomialwith Rrs443/Rrs555and
Rrs490/Rrs555,respectively,and were derived from in situ
measurementsand an updated versionof the Morel [1988]
semianalytic model (A. Morel, personal communication,
1997).
3.

SeaBAM

Data

Set

To evaluate the performanceof chlorophylland [C + P]
algorithmsto be usedat globalscalewith SeaWiFSdata, an in
situ data setwasneededto comparewith resultspredictedby
the variousmodels.Suchan evaluationdata setshould,ideally,
meetthe followingrequirements:
(1) containRrs or Lwn at or
closeto the SeaWiFSvisiblewavelengths;
(2) havethe in situ
chlorophylla concentrationsassociated
with the stationsfrom
whichRrs or Lwn were availableor derivable,(3) encompass
the widestpossiblechlorophylla concentration
range,(4) contain data from the widestpossiblevariety of bio-opticalprovinces,(5) not containdata usedfor the developmentof the
algorithmsunderevaluation,and (6) be the samefor all algorithms

under

evaluation.

The constraints
imposedby requirements1 and5 resultedin
an evaluationdata set too smallto ensuresignificanceor generality to the evaluationresults.Therefore a data set was created by mergingthe data usedby the variousSeaBAM participants [Firestoneand Hooker, 1998] as well as other data
availablein the NASA SeaBASSbio-opticalarchive[Hookeret
al., 1994].

The Carder data set is composedof above-watermeasurements [Carderand Steward,1985; Lee et al., 1994] collected
during various cruises and locations. The "optimization
method"[Lee et al., 1996]was usedon high-chlorophyll
data
where water-leavingradiance in the infrared was not zero,
while the "quickand easy"method[Lee et al., 1996]wasused
on the remainingCarder data. The CalCOFI data setcontains
more than 300 stations,whichwere processedat ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography[Mitchelland Kahru, 1998]. Atlantic
meridionaltransect(AMT) data were provideddirectlyto us
by Plymouth Marine Laboratory as Rrs. The North Sea,
MOCE, ChesapeakeBay, and CanadianArctic measurements
were also extracted from the SeaBASS archive, and the latter

three Rrs setswere processedat Goddard SpaceFlight Center
(GSFC). The North Sea and ChesapeakeBay data were collected in waterswith high total suspendedmatter loads (>1
mg/L) and shouldbe consideredCaseII. A few other stations
may also be Case II, but such a classificationis difficult to
conduct from the sole basis of the radiometric

data.

All data were processedin wayscompatiblewith the SeaWiFS protocols[Muellerand Austin, 1995]. However, data
were not correctedfor instrumentself-shading[Gordonand
Ding, 1992] at high C concentrationbecausesomeof the informationrequiredto perform thesecorrections(i.e., absorption coefficient of the medium, radius of the instrument, Sun

zenith angle,and ratio between diffuseand direct Sun irradiance)wasnot available.The variousprocessing
methodologies
used for in-water data resulted in Rrs expressedas Lw/
Ea(O+), Lu(O-)/Ea(O- ) or Lu(0-)/Ea(0+),
whereLw is
3.1. Radiometric Data: Sources,Processing,and Quality
the water-leavingradiance,L, is the upwellingradiance,Ea is
Control
the downwellingirradiance,and 0+ or 0- indicatesmeasureThe Rrs in the SeaBAM data originated from various mentsjust aboveor just beneaththe seasurface,respectively.
all datawere convertedto Rrs - Lw/Ea(O+ )
sourcesandwere derivedin differentwaysdependingon which For consistency,
and Ea(O- ) = 0.96Ea(0+),
investigatorprocessedthe data (Table 3). The BBOP and usingLw - 0.54L,(0-),
JGOFS data (WOCE, EQPAC, and NABE) were assembled where 0.54 is a mean coefficientsummarizingthe effect of
and processedat Universityof Californiaat SantaBarbaraand internal reflection of the upwelling flux during transmission
representalmostone half of the SeaBAM data [Gamer,1997]. through the interface, and 0.96 accountsfor the lossof the

O'REILLY
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downwellingflux by reflectionat the air-seainterface [Austin,
1974; Gordon et al., 1988; Morel and Antoine, 1994]. Both
coefficientsassumelow solar zenith angle and calm sea surface.

The SeaBAM

data set includes ---10% of Rrs data calculated

from above-surface
measurements(i.e., Carder and North Sea
data), while all other data were derived from in-water measurements.The protocolsfor above-surface
measurements
are
still under development,and the agreementbetween abovesurface and in-water measurementsis extremely dependent
upon experimentaland environmentalconditions.However,
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Radianceband ratios versusC and singlebandsversusC
were plotted for the various data sets in order to identify
outliers. These plots were very useful in revealingdata with
errors and in determiningwhich data could be correctedand
which

should be removed

from

the SeaBAM
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four-band; GPs, Morel-l;

Morel-3; OCTS-C; Carder; Garver/Siegel)were chosenbecausetheir outputsshoweda good linearity in log-log space
(minimal curvilinearity)and/or they use three or more wavelengths(seeTable2). A stationwasconsidered
an outlierwhen
the ratio of the modeledchlorophylla concentrationto the in

,
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situ concentration

CalCOFl
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quality control measureused preliminary resultsfrom eight
chlorophyllor [C + P] algorithmsto identifystationswith one
or more "anomalous"radiancevalues.These models (CalCOFI two-band linear; CalCOFI

'
51

exceeded 5:1 or was less than 1:5 for two or

:

Can. Arctic '

more models.These rejection criteria were chosennot to be
too restrictive in order to eliminate only extreme stations. Figure 1. Frequencydistributionof Chl a concentrationin
After the elimination of 54 suspectstations,919 stationsre- the SeaBAM data set (top panel) and in the 11 subsets.
mainedin the final SeaBAM data set (Table 3).
3.2.

In Situ Chlorophyll a Data

The SeaBAM data setis comprisedof fluorometric[Yentsch
and Menzel, 1963; Holm-Hansen et al., 1965] and/or highperformanceliquidchromatography
(HPLC) measurements
of
chlorophylla and phaeophytina (Table 3). For the purposeof
evaluating the suitability of models for global application,
where chlorophyllconcentrationsrange over 3 ordersof magnitude, the largestand mostrepresentativedata set is required.
It wasnot possibleto stratifythe SeaBAM data by chlorophyll
methodandstill achieveglobalcoverage.ThereforeHPLC and
fluorometricmeasurementswere mergedto form the chlorophyll a evaluationdata set. HPLC C was preferentiallyused,
when available,becausethis methodis consideredmore precise than fluorometric

methods

for subsets which do not contain

and fluorometric
HPLC

C was used

data.

of 23, 59, and 18% of oligotrophic,mesotrophic,and eutrophic
stations,respectively.Comparingtheseproportionswith those
reported by Antoine et al. [1996] for the world ocean (oligotrophic:55.8%; mesotrophic:
41.8%; and eutrophic:2.4%) reveals that the SeaBAM data tend to be overrepresentedby
mesotrophicand eutrophicwaters.Alternatively,for algorithm
evaluationpurposes,where a more uniform distributionover
the concentrationrange may be desirable,the data set has a

relativeinsufficiency
of concentrations
exceeding
7-8/xg L-•.
3.3.

In Situ [C + P]: Data and Estimates

The [C + P] algorithmsfor SeaWiFSare neededto permit
comparisonswith historicalCZCS data. Most algorithmswe

evaluatedestimateC, but severalwere designedto estimate
[C + P] (Table2). Only448 SeaBAM stationshadfluorometric

The distributionof the chlorophylla data in the SeaBAM measurements
of both chlorophylla and phaeophytina (Table
data and its subsetsare illustratedin Figure 1. The concentra- 3). Since equitablealgorithmcomparisonsrequire data sets

tionsrangebetween
0.019and32.79/•gL-• witha geometric with similar characteristicsand number of stations,a statistical
meanof 0.27/•gL-•, somewhat
higherthanthe globalocean relationshipbetweenC and [C + P] was investigatedto allow
mean(0.19/•g L-•) reportedbyAntoineet al. [1996].The reasonableestimatesof [C + P] for thosestationswhere only
BBOP, WOCE, and EQPAC data setsrepresentmost of the chlorophyll
a was available.A set of 2329 stationssampled
data at the low end of the concentrationrange. The Carder,
CalCOFI, and AMT data covera relativelywide concentration
range, from oligotrophicto eutrophicwaters. NABE, North
Sea, ChesapeakeBay, and CanadianArctic data are mostlyat

from 1978 to 1996, includingthose available in the SeaBAM
data with fluorometricmeasurements
of both Chl a and phaeopigmentin the 0-10 m depth range,was extractedfrom the
SeaBASS"HistoricalPigmentDatabase"[Hookeret al., 1994].
concentrations
over1/•g L-•. If 0.1and1/•g L- • aretakenas The data were mostly collected off the U.S. coastsand the
approximatelimits betweenoligotrophicand mesotrophicwa- Atlantic and PacificOceansby variousinvestigators.Stations
tersand betweenmesotrophicand eutrophicwaters[Antoineet with [phaeo]> [Chl a] (n = 67) were consideredextreme
al., 1996],thenthe SeaBAM data are approximatelycomposed casesand removed. A type II (RMA) regressionon log-
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Mean

Extraterrestrial

Solar Irradiance

/xWcm-2rim-•

Sea WiFS Bands*
412
443
490
510
555
670
765
865

170.7943
189.4438
193.6842
188.3675
185.3973
153.3877
122.5128
99.0214

relationship
wasfound(n - 78; R2 = 0.975):
Rrs555 = 1.0628'Rrs565 + 0.0002

OCTS Bands
412
443
490
520
565
670
765
865

FOR SEAWIFS

wavelengths,555 and 565 nm data are not interchangeable.
This is particularlyevidentat low C concentrations,
where for
example,substituting
Rrs565for Rrs555in a bandratio would
giveanomalously
higherreflectanceratiosthan thoseexpected
for the clearestwaters,basedon backscatteringdata derived
from Morel [1974]and recent absorptioncoefficientsfor pure
seawaterfrom Popeand Fry [1997].
The feasibilityof estimatingRrs555 from measurementsof
Rrs565was exploredusingBBOP94-95 data whichhave concurrent measurementsat both wavelengths.A stronglinear

Fo

Wavelength,
nm

ALGORITHMS

170.96
188.17
194.59
185.74
184.49
153.12
122.61
98.55

(2)

Equation (2) was therefore applied to the BBOP92-93
Rrs565data,to generateproxyestimatesof Rrs555,andto the
WOCE data set, which has a narrow range of low C concentrationsvery similarto the BBOP data (Figure 1).
3.4.2. Other radiometric adjustments. Two algorithms,
OCTS-C and POLDER, use radiance data at 565 nm instead

*H. Gordon,personalcommunication,1998.

*Advance
EarthObserving
Satellite(ADEOS).OCTSDataProcessing AlgorithmsDescriptionversion2.01, NASDA, June 1997.

of 555 nm (Table 2). It is inappropriateto invert (2) to generate proxyRrs565from Rrs555 data becauseits applicability

isrestricted
to thelowC concentrations
(<0.4/xgL-•) usedin
its derivation.Another approachwas thus used to convert
between 555 and 565 nm and between 510 and 520 nm data. It

transformeddata yielded the followingequation(n = 2262;

R2 = 0.993):
[C + P]: 1.34q•C
0'983

(1)

It is acknowledged
that C and [C + P] cannotbe considered
as completelyindependentvariablesin the aboveregression.
The majorbenefitof thisapproachis to allowthe derivationof
a chlorophyll/[C+ P] relationshipfrom a more stablebasis
than one basedon chlorophyllversusphaeopigment.Because
(1) yielded C/[C + P] ratios comparableto other reported
ratios [e.g.,Smithand Baker, 1978;Morel and Berthon,1989;
Balchet al., 1992],it wasusedto estimatethe [C + P] concentration for stationswhere the completefluorometricinformation was missing(n - 471).
3.4.

usesthe reflectanceratiospredictedat any givenC concentration by the semianalyticmodel of Morel [1988] adaptedwith
PopeandFry [1997]aw data.Thesepredictedreflectanceratios
are shownin Figure2 alongwith thosepredictedby the semianalytic model of Gordon et al. [1988]. Accordingto these
models, the Rrs555/Rrs565 reflectance ratio decreases from

-1.13 to -0.97 asC increases
from0.015to 7/xgL-•, whereas
for the sameconcentrationrange,Rrs510/Rrs520variesfrom
-1.32 to -0.95. Contraryto the 555-565 nm region,the 510520 nm domainis highlyinfluencedby pigmentabsorptionand
is thus more variable. The Rrs510/Rrs520 versus C and Rrs555/

1.4

•

Radiometric Data Adjustments
1.3

For algorithmsthat requirednormalizedwater-leavingradiancesasinput, Rrs wasmultipliedby the meanextraterrestrial
solarirradiance[Neckeland Labs, 1984]weightedby the spec1.2
tral responseof the relevantsensorbands(see Table 4). In
addition,becausethe wavelengthsrequired by the variousal¸
gorithms(Table 2) did not alwaysmatchthoseavailablein the
• 11
SeaBAM data (Table 3), severalradiometricadjustments
were a•
'
appliedto somedata sets.These adjustments
were aimed to
enhancethe consistency
of the algorithmcomparisonby testing all algorithmsusingthe full dynamicrange of available
radiancedata (n - 919).
For the first three shorterwavelengthsthe maximumdifference between data and bands required by the various algo0.9
rithms is 2 nm and was considerednegligible.The major differencesoccurfor algorithmsthat requireeither510 or 520 nm
data,while SeaBAM containsa mixtureof thesepairsof measurements.Similarmismatchesexistbetweenalgorithmsusing
either 550, 555, or 565 nm data and SeaBAM data which are

0.01

o Morel
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510/520

c••..

----•-Morel
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555/565
-

•,•

x Gordon
etal.
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--•
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_
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comprisedof a mix of thesethree wavelengths.
3.4.1. 565-555rim. Eventhoughchlorophyllabsorbslight Figure 2. Ratios of Rrs510/Rrs520and Rrs555/Rrs565preweakly in the 550-565 nm region and the Rrs spectrumis dictedfrom semianalytic
modelsof Morel [1988]and Gordonet
relatively insensitiveto changesin C concentrationat these al. [1988] as a functionof [Chl a].
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Rrs565 versus C relationshipsderived from Morel's model
were usedasa basisfor estimatingRrs at onewavelengthfrom
the other as a function

3.5.

FOR SEAWIFS
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Table 5. Criteriafor Model Evaluation(Log-Transformed
Data)

of in situ C concentration.

Evaluation

Final Rrs-Chlorophyll Data Set

The Rrs490/Rrs555

Statistical

ratio versus in situ C for the SeaBAM

data and for its subsetsis shownin Figure 3. The figure illustratesthe dynamicrangeassociated
with eachsubsetand of the
combineddataset.The dispersion(orthogonalto mainaxis)of
the data is another informative feature of these plots. The
CalCOFI data set, for instance, appears very coherent,
whereassome other data sets are slightlynoisier.Although
SeaBAM data originate from various investigatorsand were
processeddifferentlyby differentpeople,the variabilityin the
radiometricdata is reasonablylimited.At highC concentration
the dispersionof radiance ratios in the SeaBAM data increases,mostlybecauseof the presenceof CaseII waters.The
shapeof the scatterplotfor the SeaBAM dataisclearlysigmoid
(in log-logspace)aspredictedby theMorel [1988]and Gordon
et al. [1988]models.This trend, thoughlessmarked,is seenin
the CalCOFI data. At lowest C concentrationsthe highest
Rrs490/Rrs555ratios are slightlylower than the theoretical
limit (---6.66)for clear naturalwaters.

4.

ALGORITHMS

Algorithm Evaluation Criteria

A variety of statisticaland graphicalcriteria were used to
evaluateagreementbetweenC, estimatedby the variousmodels,and in situC (Table 5). Statisticalcomparisons
betweenin

Regressionslope
Regressionintercept

1 +_0.01
0 +_0.01

Bias

0 _ 0.01

R2

>0.9

RMS

<0.185

Negativeestimates

none

Scatter

Graphical
linear distribution; few outliers

Quantile-quantile

(model:in situ, <5:1 and >1:5)
linear; data overlapthe 1:1 line;

Relative frequency

congruencywith in situ data

no discontinuities

situ C and model C were based on log-transformeddata, in
part, to encompassthe several-orders-of-magnitude
variation
in C, and becauselog-transformedC was more normallydistributedthan untransformeddata (Figure 1) [alsoseeCampbell, 1995a]. The slope and intercept of the linear equation
relating model to in situ data was computedusinga type II
(reducedmajoraxis)functionalregression
modelwhichis consideredthe appropriatemodelwhen the assignments
to x or y
axesare arbitraryandwhen substantialvarianceis expectedin
both variables[Ricker,1973;Laws andArchie, 1981;Pressand
Teukolsky,1992].Statistics(Table 5) suchas regressionslope

and intercept,coefficient
of determination
(R2) and rootmean-squareerror (RMS) providea numericalindexof model
performancebut may not indicate nonlinear trends or other
important featuresin the relationshipbetweenmodel and in
situ data. Severalcomplementarygraphicalportrayalswere
constructedto illustrate these features, including standard
scatter, relative frequency, and empirical quantile-quantile
plots [Chamberset al., 1983], hereinafter abbreviatedas q-q.
The q-q plot, when both setshave the samenumber of observations,asis our case,is simplya plot of the model data sorted
(ascendingorder) againstthe sortedin situ data.

10

0.1

5. Algorithm Evaluation Results
The statisticalresultsof the algorithmevaluationare presentedin Table 6. Graphicalresultsfor 12 algorithms,selected
becausethey representa particularfunctionalform or satellite
sensor,are illustrated in Figure 4.
In general,all algorithmsperformedreasonablywell, at least
in part of the whole concentrationrange. It is noteworthythat
two [C + P] algorithmsusedextensivelyto processCZCS data,
the GPs and Clark three-band, tended to underestimate in situ

10

0.1

0.01

0.1

1

10

Chi a (ug/i)

100

0.01

0.1

1

10

Chi a (ug/i)

100

[C + P] (Table 6 andFigure4). Relativefrequencydistribution
plotsrevealthat modesfor thesemodelsare closeto the in situ
[C + P] modebut that both modelsoverestimatethe frequency
of low concentrations.
A discontinuity
inducedby the equation
switchin the GPs (Table 2) is evidentin the q-q plot. The
statisticalartifactsin CZCS [C + P] retrievalsresultingfrom
the GPs algorithmswitch(e.g., bimodality,frequencydiscontinuity) have been reported elsewhere[Muller-Kargeret al.,
1990;DenmanandAbbott, 1988;Campbell,1995b].

Figure 3. Scatterplotsof Rrs490/Rrs555versusin situ [Chl
A discontinuity
is alsoobserved
with the Aiken-Calgorithm
a] for the SeaBAM data set (top left panel) and in the 11
subsets.The RMA regressionline for the data set is repeated whichswitchesfrom the hyperbolicto the powerequationat 2
in each of the 11 subsetplots as a reference.
/zgL-•, andthereis a markedcurvature
evidentin scatterand
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Table 6. Summaryof StatisticalResultsof Algorithm Evaluations
Rank

Algorithm

N

Intercept

919
919
919
919

0.038
0.040
0.072
0.054

1
2
3
4

Morel-1
Morel-3
CalCOFI
OCTS-C

5

Carder (global)

919

6
7
8
9

CalCOFI
Morel-2
CalCOFI
Morel-4

919
919
919
919

2-band cubic

2-band linear

3-band

-0.033
0.074
0.081
0.062
0.102

Slope

Rsq

RMS

Bias

0.975
0.970
0.980
1.148

0.917
0.915
0.918
0.933

0.179
0.183
0.190
0.190

0.052
0.058
0.083
-0.030

0.990

0.876

0.213

-0.027

0.991
1.037
0.939
1.059

0.915
0.915
0.908
0.907

0.192
0.190
0.205
0.204

0.079
0.060
0.097
0.069

10

Siegel-Garver(global)

919

-0.012

0.928

0.734

0.311

11
12
13

GPs
CalCOFI
POLDER

919
919
919

-0.239
0.073
0.215

1.004
0.934
1.190

0.923
0.900
0.921

0.292
0.218
0.241

-0.241
0.110
0.107

4-band

Carder (subtropical)

919

-0.128

1.073

0.872

0.284

-0.169

15
16
17

Aiken-C
Aiken-P
Clark 3-band

877*
877*
919

-0.094
-0.120
-0.306

1.083
1.118
0.913

0.774
0.787
0.905

0.330
0.339
0.323

-0.139
-0.168
-0.267

18

Siegel-Garver(BBOP)

919

0.776

0.896

0.345

19

OCTS-P

919

1.750

0.913

0.842

0.141

Discontinuity

X

X

X

0.029

14

-0.345

Nonlinear

X

X
X

X
X

0.269
-0.680

X

*Forty-two negativeestimates.

q-q plots.Aiken et al. [1995]noted that an insufficientnumber the concentrationrange, and its slope departs significantly
of high chlorophyllstationsin their data set prevented the from 1, but the negativebiasis small(Table 6), and the algofitting of a singlehyperbolicequationto the entire set. Note rithm behaveswell globally.
also that this model generatednegativeconcentrationsfor 42
Among the CalCOFI algorithms,the best results are obstations because it uses a "clear water" Rrs490/Rrs555 limit
tainedwith the two-bandcubicpolynomialfunction.The algorithm performswell at all concentrationsexceptat the lower
(5.29), whichis belowthat observedfor thesestations.
Consideringthe two semianalyticalgorithms,the Carder end where it overestimatesconcentrations.It is noteworthy
algorithmyielded better overall agreementwith in situ C than that in this particular case, an increasingcomplexityin the
the Garver/Siegelmodel. As describedearlier, the philosophy formulations(three and four bandsused in quadraticfuncof model inversionis very differentin thesemodelsdespitethe tions) did not increaseoverall performanceof these algofact they are both basedon the sameformulationlinking Rrs rithms.
The algorithmsare ranked accordingto their overall statisto absorptionand backscattering.The parameterizationin
these two modelsis alsovery different. For instance,someof tical performancein Table 6. Evidenceof model discontinuithe coefficientsin the Carder model were based on specific ties or nonlinearityis alsosummarizedin this table. For each
tuning to in situ data, whereasthe Garver/Siegelmodel uses statistical
parameter,the algorithmswereranked(slopeclosest
parametersavailable in the literature without any particular to 1, intercept
andbiasclosest
to 0, highest
R2), andthese
tuning. Comparedwith the SeaBAM data, the Garver/Siegel scoreswere summedto yield the overallfinal rank. While this
model underestimated
the lowest concentrations
as well as
ordination schemearbitrarily givesthe sameweight to each
concentrations
above1/xgL-•. The Cardersubtropical
model statisticalparameter, it neverthelessdoesindicatethe overall
(Table 6) performedwell in the midconcentration
range,while performancesof the variousmodels.Featuressuchas disconit generallyunderestimatedconcentrations
at the low and high tinuities,curvatures,and mismatches
in relativefrequencywith
endsof the range.In sharpcontrastthe Carder globalmodel in situ were not used in the ranking. Considerationof these
performedaswell as severalof the bestempiricalmodels(see aspectswould reduce the rank of somealgorithmswhich are
Table 6). For both semianalytic
models,the outliersin the 1-10 highlyranked.For example,the Morel-l, CalCOFI two-band,
/.•gL-• concentration
rangeare CaseII stations.
and CalCOFI cubicand OCTS-C are rankedhigherthan other
A residualsigmoidpattern in the q-q plots is a recurrent empiricalalgorithms,but the graphicalresultsshownonlinear
featurein severalalgorithms(e.g.,GPs,Clark three-band,Cal- trendsfor severalof them. In summary,empirical equations
COFI three-band, CalCOFI four-band, Morel-l, OCTS-C). generallyperformed better than the semianalyticalgorithms
The Morel-1 and Morel-3 algorithmsuseRrs443/Rrs555,but it and when consideringboth statisticaland graphicalcriteria,
is clear from the q-q plotsthat Morel-3, the cubicpolynomial, those usingcubic polynomialformulations,suchas Morel-3
agreesbetter with the 1:1 line. The relativefrequencyplot also and CalCOFI cubic,performed best.
showsa better agreementbetweenmodeledand actualdata for
the Morel-3 algorithm.Another interestingaspectalso well
illustratedby the Morel-1 and -3 algorithmsis the lower dis- 6. Analysis of Functional Forms
The empiricalmodelstestedabovevaryin their formulation
persionof the data at low C concentrations,
typicalof algorithms usingthe 443/555 ratio.
and complexityand collectivelyrepresentapproachesof the
The OCTS and POLDER are the operational algorithms last two decades.They use singleor multipleband ratios and
used for the 9 months of data collected by ADEOS. The different formulations:power function,multiple regression,
POLDER algorithm givesreasonableestimatesat concentra- hyperbolic,second-orderand third-order polynomials,and
tionsunder0.4/xgL-•, but it overestimates
higherconcentra- most use log-transformeddata. Since these algorithmswere
tions. The OCTS-C algorithm exhibitssome curvaturealong developedand tuned usingdifferentdata sets,it is difficultto
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Figure4. Comparisons
between
modelandin situdata:(top)Gordon
GPS,Clarkthree-band,
Aikcn-C,
Carder
(global),
Garvcr/Sicgcl
(global),
andOCTS-C
models;
(bottom)
POLDER,CalCOFI
cubic,
CalCOFI
three-band,
CalCOFIfour-band,
Morel-l,andMorel-3models.
Fromtopto bottom:Scatterplots;
quantilcquantile
plots;
relative
frequency
ofmodel
(thinblack
line)andinsitu(thick
faintline);bandratioversus
in
situC fortwo-band
ratioalgorithms
(pluses)
andbandratioversus
model(curve).
Notethattheaxesforeach
rowoffigures
areshown
in column
1.Alsoshown
arelinesindicating
model'
in situratiosof 1'5 and5' 1.
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Ocean ChlorophyllAlgorithms(EmpiricalAlgorithmsTuned to the SeaBAM Data)
Coefficient

Functional

Algorithm

Form

OCla
OClb
OClc
OCld
OC2a
OC2b
OC2
OC2d
OC2e
OC3d
OC3e
OC4

power
geometric
quad.poly.
cubicpoly.
MCP
MCP
MCP
MCP
MCP
MCP
MCP
MCP

BandRatio (R)
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
log(Rrs412/Rrs555)
log(Rrs443/Rrs555)
log(Rrs490/Rrs555)
log(Rrs510/Rrs555)
log(Rrs520/Rrs555)
log((Rrs443> Rrs490)/Rrs555)
log((Rrs443> Rrs520)/Rrs555)
log((Rrs443> Rrs490 > Rrs510)/Rrs555)

a0

a1

a2

a3

0.3734
0.3636
0.3920
0.3335
0.2457
0.1909
0.3410
0.4487
0.5072
0.3483
0.5179
0.4708

-2.4529
-2.3500
-2.8550
-2.9164
-1.7620
-1.9961
-3.0010
-4.3665
-6.2432
-2.9959
-4.7478
-3.8469

-0.0100
0.6580
2.4686
0.2830
1.3020
2.8110
2.7130
2.7787
2.9873
6.7321
4.5338

-2.5195
0.1035
-0.5091
-2.0410
-0.2698
3.3845
-1.4813
-4.1287
-2.4434

a4

-0.0388
-0.0815
-0.0400
-0.0821
-0.0413
-0.0597
-0.0121
-0.0414

Formulations:
Power,
C = 10(aø+a•*R)'
geometric
C = 10(aø+•*m+a2
ßquadratic
polynomial,
C = 10(aO+a•*R+a2*R2)'
cubic
polynomial,
C = 10(aO+al*R+a2*R2+a3*R3);
MCP,C'--'10(aO+a?*R+a2*R2+a3*R3)
+ a4'.
use their

results to determine

which

formulations

have the

algorithmswere explored.A simple hyperbolicequationdid
not fit the SeaBAM data well (not shown).This might be
expectedbecausethismodel assumessymmetry,while the tails
(asymptotes)
of the Rrs490/Rrs555versusC joint distribution
R 2, and minimumRMS.
are not symmetrical.Some band combinationsin cubicpolyThe powerequationhasbeenwidelyusedto relate radiance nomials (e.g., (Rrs443 + Rrs490)/Rrs555, or (Rrs443 +
ratios to C, in part, due to the relative ease of derivationof Rrs490+ Rrs510)/Rrs555,not shown)haveinterestingpotenmodel parametersusing a simple linear regressionof log- tial but did not yield to major improvementsover the useof a
transformeddata [e.g., Clark, 1981; Smith and Baker, 1982; simpleRrs490/Rrs555band ratio.
Gordonet al., 1983;Mitchelland Holm-Hansen,1991].Despite
its simplicity,the power model (Table 7) capturesa large 7. Discussion
highestpotentialmerit. To investigatethis aspect,severalsimple empiricalformulationswere "tuned" to the SeaBAM data
to achievea slopeof 1.000and an interceptof 0.000,maximum

fraction

of the variation

in radiance band ratios and the 3-or-

ders-of-magnitude
variationin C (Figure5). It is clearthat the
power model fits the most frequent,central data but doesnot
fit the extremeswell. There is a significantoverall sigmoid
pattern evidentin the scatterand q-q plots.This residualcurvatureresultsfrom the inabilityof powerequationsto capture
the inherent sigmoid relationshipbetween commonlyused
band ratios and in situ C in log-log space.Additionally,the
relative frequencydistributionof model C is much broader

7.1.

SeaBAlM

Data

Set

This analysisis based on the largest in situ data set ever
assembled
(to our knowledge)for oceancoloralgorithmstudies.However,our algorithmevaluationsare onlyasgoodasthe
data set itself. The data quality control procedureswere designedto identifyextremeoutliersand erroneousdata,but the
rejectioncriteriawere deliberatelynot too severe,so someof
the remainingstationsmay still departslightlyfrom the general
than in situ.
trend. Differencesin data acquisitionmethodologies(e.g.,
Geometricmodelshavebeen usedonlyrarely.One example above-surface
versusin-water measurements),
radiometerdewas reported by Hojerslev[1981]. Comparedwith the power signs,calibrations,data processing,and environmentalfactors
equation,the geometricmodel agreesbetter with in situ C at (sea and sky state) are probablyresponsiblefor part of the
low concentrations,
but neither capturesthe inherentsigmoid variability observed.If radiometric data were measuredand
pattern evidentin plots of band ratios versusC which conse- processedin a more consistentmanner, the dispersionwithin
quently resultsin a "residual" sigmoidtrend in the plot of someof the subsetsmight be reduced[seeSiegelet al., 1995],
but it is not certainthat dispersion(orthogonalto axialtrends;
model C versusin situ C (Figure 5).
A quadraticpolynomial(secondorder) achieveda better seeFigure3) in the SeaBAM datawoulddecrease,becausethe
match with highestin situ C than the power model but a data set would still reflect the real inherentvariabilityin biorelativelypoorer matchwith lowestC values(Figure 5). The optical propertiesof the waters representedby the various
POLDER,

CalCOFI two-band cubic, Morel-3, and Morel-4

subsets.

The SeaBAM chlorophylldata set was formed by merging
algorithmsuse a cubicpolynomial(third-order) equationand
generallyperformedbetter than mostother algorithmstested. HPLC and fluorometricmeasurementsof chlorophyllto enOur fit of a cubic polynomialequation to SeaBAM Rrs490/ compassthe largest possiblerange of data and bio-optical
Rrs555 and C data matches the mode of the in situ distribution
provinces.The consequences
of using either fluorometricor
mostlybecauselimited
(relativefrequencyplots)better than the power,geometric,or HPLC chlorophyllare difficultto assess
quadratic models, but like these other models, it does not informationaboutthe relationshipbetweenHPLC and fluorosimulatewell low C concentrations,
and the frequencydistri- metric data is availablein the literature [e.g.,Treeset al., 1985;
bution around the mode is still too broad relative to that of in
Bricaudet al., 1995].Moreover, the equivalenceof thesetwo
may vary with season,location,depthand consitu C (Figure 5). In the caseof the SeaBAM data, no major measurements
improvementsare observedwhen coefficientsare derivedfor centration range of data, as well as the way pigmentswere
separatedand the kind of statisticalanalysesperformed.Fluhigher-orderpolynomials(i.e., order >3).
Several other conventional two-band and three-band ratio
orometricconcentrations
are, usually,higherthan HPLC esti-
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Figure 5. Comparisonsbetweenmodelstuned to the SeaBAM data set and in situ data: OCla (power),
OClb (geometric),OClc (quadraticpolynomial),OCld (cubicpolynomial),OC2 (modifiedcubicpolynomial), and OC4 (maximumband ratio) algorithms.See Figure 4 captionfor additionaldetails.
POLDER, SeaWiFS, MODIS). This underscoresthe importanceof acquiringin situ observations
which includeall wavelengthsinvolved (Table 1). Correction for instrumentselfshadingat high C is also advisable,although recent results
HPLC conversion scheme to the SeaBAM
data. Additional
from Kahruand Mitchell[1998a]suggest
that the correctionfor
independentanalysesare requiredwhichevaluatethe compa- the Lwn490/Lwn555band ratio is probablysmall(e.g., meanof
rability of fluorometricand HPLC chlorophylla and the im- <10% for 11 stations,
withC between10 and32.5/zgL-•).
pact of blendingmeasurementsfrom these two methodson
7.2. Empirical Versus Semianalytical Algorithms
algorithmvalidation and calibration.
Whether the SeaBAM data adequatelyrepresentglobalbioThe semianalyticalgorithmsevaluatedyielded resultsinfeopticalvariabilityis anotherimportantquestion.Severalmajor rior to thosefrom severalempiricalexpressions.
Yet semianabio-optical provincesof the world ocean are poorly or not lyticalgorithmsare potentiallymuchmore usefulbecausethey
represented;the data set containsvery little data from polar allow the derivationof other in-water, opticallyactiveconstitregions,nonefrom Antarctica,and an insufficientnumberof C uents besides C, such as nonchlorophyllousabsorption,
observations
above8 andbelow0.03/zgL-•. Futureexpansion CDOM, or backscattering.
In their presentstate,semianalytic
oftheSeaBAM
datasetshould
notbeconsidered
asa simple'algorithmsare handicappedby their designand parameterizaincrease in the number of stations available but rather as an
tion. Becausethey may employfour or more radiancebands,
increasein the diversityof bio-optical conditionsit encom- semianalyticalgorithmsalsorequiremore consistentdata sets
passes.Sinceradiometricbandsseparatedby 10 nm (i.e., 510 with high spectralfidelity in order to perform as well as or
versus520 nm, or 555 versus565 nm) are not interchangeable, better than simpletwo-bandempiricalalgorithms.Some simradiometricadjustmentssuch as thosewe performed are, in plifying assumptions,
not alwaystrue in the world ocean,are
the present state of the data set, necessaryto ensure that usedto limit the numberof unknownsin semiempiricalmodalgorithmcomparisons
and analysesare equitablybasedon the els. These assumptionsoften result in making constantsome
completeset of 919 stations.Additionsto the SeaBAM data parameterswhichactuallyvary in the ocean(e.g.,the slopein
set should therefore take into considerationthe increasing detrital absorption).Other limitationscomefrom the paramneedfor intercomparison
and evaluationof data or algorithms eterizationof sometermsusedin the Rrs = f(bt,/(a + b•,))
related to various satellite sensors(e.g., CZCS, OCTS, equation.Most of theseare wavelengthdependentbut some

mations(e.g., in the SeaBAM data), but it is unrealisticto
considera unique relationshipbetweenthe two methodsto
convertdata from variousdatesand regions.Given theseuncertainties,it seemedprudent not to apply any fluorometric/
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Table 8. StatisticalResultsfor ChlorophyllAlgorithms
Tuned

to SeaBAM

Algorithm

Data

Type-Wavelengths,
nm

Rsq

RMS

OCla
OClb
OClc

power-490,555
geometric-490,555
quadratic-490,555

0.915
0.912
0.917

0.175
0.178
0.173

OCld
OC2a
OC2b
OC2
OC2d
OC2e
OC3d
OC3e
OC4

cubic-490, 555
MCP-412, 555
MCP-443, 555
MCP-490, 555
MCP-510, 555
MCP-520, 555
MCP, MBR-443, 490, 555
MCP, MBR-443, 520, 555
MCP, MBR-443, 490, 510, 555

0.918
0.892
0.916
0.918
0.849
0.744
0.928
0.921
0.932

0.172
0.197
0.173
0.172
0.235
0.311
0.161
0.169
0.156

For all algorithms,N = 919, intercept = 0.000, slope = 1.000, and
bias - 0.000.MCP, modifiedcubicpolynomial;MBR, maximumband
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where variability introducedby biological processesmay be
more limited.At presentthe predictiveskill of the semianalytic
algorithmsremains,however,inferior to that of empiricalalgorithmswhen appliedto widelyvaryingbio-opticalprovinces.
Until such domains are well sorted and understood, the most

conservativeapproachfor acquiringa global satellitechlorophyll data setis the useof a globallytuned empiricalalgorithm.
7.3.

New Formulations for Empirical Algorithms

Most algorithmspresentedhere perform reasonablywell,
and severalmay be usedwith satisfactoryresultsfor particular
regionsor concentrationranges.Those performingbest over
the whole C concentrationrange are basedon cubicpolynomials. However, none of them fit the low C valuesvery well.
7.3.1.

Ocean chlorophyll 2 (OC2), modified cubic polyno-

mial. In our attemptsto fit a cubic polynomialto the Searatio.
BAM data, we were also not able to capture the lowest Chighestratios of Rrs490/Rrs555without compromising
the fit
elsewhere.Inspectionof scatterplotsand q-q plots suggested
terms,suchas specificabsorptioncoefficientof phytoplankton that the cubicpolynomialformula required an additionalcoraph, are dependent
on phytoplankton
concentration
or phy- rection term (coefficient)which influencesthe shapeof the
toplanktoncommunitystructure,which dependon the trophic curve at low C but has little effect at higher concentrations.
statusof the waters[Mitchelland Kiefer, 1988; Bricaud and Sucha "modifiedcubicpolynomial"(MCP) formula(Table 7),
Stramski,1990;Cleveland,1995;Sosikand Mitchell,1995].This named"oceanchlorophyll2" (OC2), yieldedvery goodstatissuggests
it may be necessaryto use a parameterizationwhich ticalresults
whentunedto the SeaBAMdata(R2 = 0.918;
takesbiological/ecological
variabilityinto account[e.g.,Cleve- RMS = 0.172 (Table 8)). Algorithm tuning involveddetermiland, 1995;Bricaudet al., 1995].Other parameterizationweak- nation of MCP coefficientsusing iterative minimization rounessesexistat high C concentrations[seeMorel, 1997]which, tines(IDL, ResearchSystemIncorporated)to achievea slope
in the caseof the Carder algorithm,are partially canceledby of 1.000 interceptof 0.000, minimum RMS of q-q, and maxithe useof an empiricaldefault algorithm.The improvedresults mumR 2 betweenmodelandobserved
chlorophyll
data.
obtainedwith the "global"versionof both semianalyticmodels
The agreementbetweenthe OC2 model and the in situdata
(Table 6) are encouragingexamplesshowingthat when appro- throughoutthe range of C is excellent,and the relative frepriately parameterized,these algorithmscan achieveglobal quencydistributionsof model and in situ C are highlycongruestimateswhich are reasonablyaccurate.Some of these pa- ent (Figure5). The OC2 modelcapturesthe inherentsigmoid
rameterizationproblemsmay cancelat local or regionalscales relationshipbetweenin situband ratio and C, evidentin semianalyticmodelssuchas Gordonet al. [1988] andMorel [1988]
(Figure 6). Our empiricalfit (OC2) suggests
that the sigmoid
10
relationshipis asymmetric,with steeper curvature at low C
than at high C concentrations
(but more observations
with C
............ Morel'88

_+

above20 tzgL-• are requiredto confirmthis).At low C the

Gordon
'88

OC2 asymptotically
approachesthe expectedclearwater value
(---6.6,Table 9) for the Rrs490/Rrs555radianceratio.
7.3.2. Ocean chlorophyll 4 (OC4), maximum band ratio
algorithm. In the algorithmevaluationthe globalprocessing
switching(GPs) algorithmyielded one of the highestcoeffi-

cientsof determination
(R2 = 0.927) betweenin situand
+

+

Table

9.

Clear

Water

Values

for Band Ratios

With

Rrs555

in DenominatorAs Predictedby Model Using b•,/a +
Formulationand Model Basedon b•,/a Relationship(With
a w Values From Popeand Fry [1997] and b•,wFrom Morel
[1974]
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

C

10

100

Rrs Band

Ratio

MCP

Rrs = f(bt,/(a + b•,))

Rrs = f(bb/a )

Algorithm

27.61
47.03
28.52
Figure 6. Relationship between chlorophyll and Rrs490/ 412/555
16.53
21.78
11.91
Rrs555 for the oceanchlorophyll2 empiricalalgorithm(solid 443/555
490/555
6.13
6.66
6.80
curve) and Gordon et al. [1988] (dashedcurve) and Morel 510/555
2.52
2.58
3.12
[1988] (dotted curve) semianalyticmodels.In situ Rrs490/ 520/555
1.87
1.89
2.42
Rrs555versusin situ C (pluses).(The a w coefficientsusedin
semianalyticmodelsare from Popeand Fry [1997];bowcoefClearwatervaluespredictedby the MCP equationsderivedfrom the
SeaBAM data set (Table 7) are alsoindicated.
ficientsare from Morel [1974].
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520/550 band ratio, thereby avoidingthe relatively lower and
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1O0

noisier443/555ratioswhenC exceeds
•--1.5/•g L-•. The GPs
algorithmfollowsthe well-knownshift of the maximumof Rrs
spectra toward higher wavelengthswith increasingC. The
strategybehindthe GPs is soundand insightful,but the switching betweenpower equationsleadsto the artifactsdescribed
above.

With this in mind, a strategywasdevisedto maximizemodel
precisionoverthe entire chlorophyllconcentrationrange.The
functionalform of this algorithm,named oceanchlorophyll4
(OC4), is a modifiedcubicpolynomialrelatinga band ratio to
C (Table 7). The significantdeparture from previousband
ratio algorithmsis that the band ratio is determinedby whichever ratio, Rrs443/Rrs555, or Rrs490/Rrs555, or Rrs510/

Rrs555,isgreatest.Thusthe OC4 maximumbandratio (MBR)
model usesthree-bandratios but only a singleset of coefficients in a single MCP equation. Similar MBR models for
three-band

combinations

are shown in Table

0
0.1

0.01

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

002 (ug/I)

Figure 8. Comparisonsbetween OC4 and OC2. Quantilequantile plot using simulated radiance ratios with random
noise added.

7.

After tuningto the SeaBAM data set, the OC4 model yields

anR2 of 0.932andRMS of 0.156(Figure5, Table8). Of the Rrs555dominated
whenC exceeded
•--1.5/•g L-• (Figure7
three-band ratios considered, Rrs443/Rrs555 was maximal

(top)). Note that the rangesof dominantbandratiosoverlapby

fromlowestC to valuesof •--0.3/•gL-•; Rrs490/Rrs555
gener- --•10-30%, so there is a smooth transition from Rrs443/Rrs555
all)' dominated
between0.3 and •--1.5/•g L-•; and Rrs510/ to Rrs490/Rrs555to Rrs510/Rrs555with decreasingband ratio

10

Rrs510/Rrs555

(Figure 7 (bottom)). This overlapis a desirablepropertybecauseit impliesthat discontinuitiesin frequencydistributions
of C estimatedwith OC4 are unlikely.
Possiblediscontinuities
in the OC4 modelwere investigated
by subjectingOC4 to a large,continuously
varyingpopulation

Rrs490/Rrs555

of simulated

0C4

Rrs443/Rrs555

radiance

ratios

with

random

noise

added.

To

simulate all band ratios involved in the OC4 model, a MCP

equationwas derivedfor each (Table 7), similarto the OC2
model. By invertingthese equationsit was then possibleto
generatevaluesfor all radianceratiosfor anygivenchlorophyll
concentration.

Random

noise was introduced

as a function

of

C concentrationand wavelength[Andr• and Morel, 1991] so
that severalrealisticband ratio combinationscould be gener-

8 o,

ated at each C concentration.

OC2 served as a reference

since

it does not generate any discontinuitiesfor C between 0.001
0.01

0.1

1

10

100

IO0
>,

9O

ß

80

and 100 /•g L-•. If discontinuities
were present,we would
expectthemto appearnearC valuesof 0.3/•g L-• and1.5/•g
L-•, thegeneralregions
wheredominant
bandratiosshift(Figure 7 (bottom)).The q-q comparisonshownin Figure 8 indicates that no discontinuities

.e

70

ß

60

•

50

were observed. While

further

tests

are needed, these results indicate that discontinuities do not
result from

maximum

band ratio

models

such as OC4

when

!

.>

ample overlapexistsbetweenadjacentdominantband ratios,

!

as is the case for the SeaWiFS

!

!

...........

bands.

Rrs443/

This maximumband ratio model is a new approachin em(n--654)
n' 40
!
pirical
oceancoloralgorithms.It hasthe potentialadvantageof
Rrs490/
.>
!
Rrs555
•
30
maintainingthe highestpossiblesatellite sensorsignal:noise
reflectanceratio over a broad range of C concentrations.This
E 20
....
Rrs510/
Rrs555
aspect is important for passiveocean color sensorsaboard
(n=120)
0
10
satellites since normalized water-leaving radiancesretrieved
for the 443 nm band, after atmosphericcorrection,may be
0.1
0.01
1
10
100
quite low or below the sensordetectionthresholdin chloroC (ug/I)
phyll-rich coastal water or offshore phytoplanktonblooms
Figure 7. Oceanchlorophyll4 algorithm.(top) In situ band
[Gordon, 1987]. The MBR model may also be a useful apratio versusC. OC4 model is representedby curvedline. The
havingmanyradiancebands(e.g.,MODIS
in situ data are representedby symbolsindicatingdominant proachwith sensors
band ratio. (bottom) Cumulativerelative frequencydistribu- or hyperspectraldata). MBR modelssuchas OC4 might also
tion of maximumband ratios showingregionsof dominance be usefulto define operationallythree oceanrealmswith reto trophicstatus:
oligotrophic
(<0.3/•g L-•),mesotrophic
overlapbetweenRrs443 and Rrs490 and betweenRrs490 and spect
!

Rrs555

Rrs510(verticallinesat 0.3 and1.5/•g L-•, respectively).

(0.3-1.5/•g L-•), andeutrophic
(>1.5 /•g L-•), depending
on
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used in OC4, might be suitablefor CZCS reprocessing.For
instance,the oceanchlorophyll3e (OC3e), a three-bandalgorithm (Table 7), givesbetter agreementwith in situ C than
OC2b (Table 8). Even thoughRrs490is not usedin OC3e,
there appearsto be sufficientoverlap (---10%) to ensurea
smoothtransition between dominanceby Rrs443/Rrs555and
Rrs520/Rrs555at low and high concentrationsof C, respectively (Figure 9). These results,althoughpromising,mustbe
.............
:..........................................
i
I
Rrs555
consideredpreliminary becausein 85 of the 157 instances
wasthe dominantbandratio (Figure 9),
l...........................................................
/ ..........................................
1"'"'";
.......................................
"-•'""'"*-*'""'""-•'"'"'-='"'"'"½i'i:i'•"•"6'?
......................whereRrs520/Rrs555
I
•1
'
Rrs555
Rrs520datawere estimatedfrom the adjacentRrs510band,as
described

o
O.Ol

0.1

1

C (-g/O

10

in section 3.4.2.

100

8.

Conclusion

Figure 9. Ocean chlorophyll3e algorithm.CumulativerelaThe major focusof this paper was the identificationof an
tive frequencydistributionof maximumband ratios showing
regions of dominanceoverlap between Rrs443 and Rrs520 algorithmwhichwould allow estimatesof in situ C concentrations from SeaWiFS data with the highestpossibleaccuracy
(verticallineat 0.8/•g L-q).
and precision over a wide range of bio-optical conditions.
While several SeaWiFS-compatible algorithms performed
whether radiances in the 443, 490, or 510 nm bands dominate. well, the SeaBAM participants[Firestoneand Hooker, 1998]
The schemeparallelsthat describedbyAntoineet al. [1996]in recommendedOC2 as the at-launch SeaWiFS operational
a studybasedon CZCS data.
chlorophylla algorithmfor severalreasons.The potentialrobustnessof an algorithm tuned to a large and quality7.4. ComparisonsBetweenContemporary and Historical
controlleddatasetis a majorreason.The simpleandreversible
Ocean Color Data
functional form used by OC2, as well as its statisticaland
There is keen interest in the ocean color community in graphicalresults,were consideredsuperiorto other formulaassessing
long-term(decadal)changesin phytoplanktonbio- tions evaluated. Its use of the 490 nm band allows reliable
mass,and primary productivityin the world oceans,and par- chlorophyllestimatesover a wide range of concentrations;
ticular interest in investigatingthe potential influencesof cli- Statisticalresultsusingthe 490/555bandratio were superiorto
mate change on the magnitudeor redistributionof oceanic any other two-bandcombination(Table 8), as was also reproductivity.The CZCS mission,from 1978 to 1986 [Yoderet portedby./likenet al. [1995].Despitetheir evidentbenefitsat
al., 1988; Hooker et al., 1992; McClain, 1993], establisheda
low and midconcentrations,
two-bandalgorithmsbasedon the
baselinewhich may be comparedwith time seriesdeveloping
443/555 ratio were rejected becausethey gave less precise
or anticipatedfrom contemporaryoceancolor sensorssuchas
estimatesat highchlorophyllconcentrations
andbecausethere
SeaWiFS, OCTS, and MODIS. The comparabilitybetween
existeduncertaintiesassociatedwith atmosphericcorrections
oceancolor productsembracesvariousaspectssuchas sensor
of sensorradiancesat low wavelengths[e.g., Gordon, 1987].
characteristics
and the way data shouldbe processedand atWhile the 443 nm band is nearer the chlorophyllabsorption
mosphericallycorrected.Accurate comparisonsalso require
peak than the 490 band and shouldthereforebe more responthat similarproductsbe compared(i.e., chlorophylla or [C +
siveto variationin chlorophylla concentration,
the 443 bandis
P]). The primaryCZCS productwas [C + P], definedas the
alsomore likely to be influencedby CDOM absorptionwhich
sum of chlorophylla + phaeophytina as measuredby the
exponentiallywith increasingwavelength[Bricaudet
fluorometricmethod. However, sincefluorometricphaeophy- decreases
al.,
1981;
Roesler
et al., 1989].It mustalsobe kept in mind that
tin determinationsare often contaminatedby the presenceof
the
490
nm
band
workswell in band ratio algorithmssuchas
other forms of chlorophyll[Lorenzenand Jeffrey,1980; Treeset
OC2
because
of
the
usuallystrongcorrelationbetweenchloal., 1985;l/ernetand Lorenzen,1987],the definitionof [C + P]
is confoundedand imprecise.Also, improvementsin HPLC rophylla, accessorypigmentssuchas carotenoids,and other
influencingabsorptionand reflectanceat
techniqueand new equipmentand methodsfor fluorometric covaryingsubstances
490
nm
[Yentsch,
1960;
./liken et al., 1995].This covarianceof
measurementsof chlorophylla [e.g., Welschmeyer,
1994] will
in-water
optical
properties
influencingRrs at 443 and 490 nm
make it increasinglydifficultto comparenew "seatruth" chlo(R2 = 0.92, logrophylldatawith earlierfluorometric[C + P] estimatesusedas is alsoimpliedby their highcorrelation
sea truth for the CZCS mission.For thesereasonsit appears transformeddata) in the SeaBAM data. Reduced accuracy
preferablethat comparisons
betweenpastand newoceancolor shouldthereforebe expectedfrom OC2 when phytoplankton
or bio-opticalcondata be basedon chlorophylla. This impliesa need to repro- pigmentcomposition,pigment-packaging,
ditions deviate markedly from those embodied in SeaBAM
cessthe CZCS data usinga suitablechlorophyllalgorithm.
in
Becausethe SeaBAM data set was designedprimarily for data[e.g.,KahruandMitchell,1998b].Additionaldrawbacks
SeaWiFS, its radiometriccompositionis lesssuitedfor devel- usingOC2 are that it mustbe validatedusingnew independent
opinga CZCS chlorophyllalgorithm.The only CZCS chloro- observationsand that it, or any algorithmderived from the
phyll algorithmwhichcan be derivedwithoutradiometricad- SeaBAM, will inherit the limitations of the SeaBAM data.
justmentsof the SeaBAM data must use 443 and 555 nm While resultsfor OC4 were superiorto OC2, OC4 is not so
(acceptingthe practicalequivalenceof Rrs550 and Rrs555). suitableas the initial operationalalgorithmfor SeaWiFS beCZCS algorithmsemployingradiancedata from 443, 520, and causeits use would require accurateatmosphericcorrections
550 nm bandsusinga maximumband ratio approach,suchas and on-orbit calibrationsin four bands(insteadof two), and
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this can be assessed
only after the collectionof sufficientdata
to validate
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The SeaBAM data, collectedin manyoceanicprovinces,are
reasonablycoherent,implyingthat OC2, derived from these
data, shouldperform reasonablywell for tropical,subtropical,
and temperate waters. It is unlikely, however,that any single
equation would equitably render all bio-optical diversity
presentin the world ocean. For example,while still not well
understood,evidenceis accumulatingthat polar waters have
bio-opticalpropertieswhichdiffer from lower-latitudeoceanic
CaseI waters[Mitchelland Holm-Hansen,1991;Mitchell, 1992;
Cota,1997].Moreover,CDOM, "packageeffects"[Kirk, 1975;
Morel and Bricaud,1981] and phytoplanktonspeciescomposition are important factors ruling light-relatedphenomenain
Antarctica [Mitchell and Holm-Hansen, 1991; DiTullio and
Smith, 1996; Claustreet al., 1997]. In the context of results
presentedby Mitchell [1992], any algorithmderivedfrom low
and midlatitude Oceanic Case I data might be expectedto
C concentration

in Antarctic

waters.
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Lu(Z, X) upwellingradianceat depthz and wavelength

and fine tune the sensor calibrations.

underestimate
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On

the

basisof some recent optical measurementscollectedin the
RossSea, the conversetrend may alsobe observed[Schieber,
1998].Coccolithophorid
blooms[Balchet al., 1991;Acklesonet
al., 1994;Brownand Yoder,1994] and perhapscyanobacteria
blooms, are other examplesof situationswhere algorithms
derived from Case I waters dominatedby other speciesare
likely to fail. Case II waterspresentadditionalcomplications
and challengesas they can be of differenttypesdependingon
whether they are dominated by CDOM, nonchlorophyllous
particles,or a variablemix of both [Carderet al., 1989;seealso
Siegeland Michaels, 1996 about CDOM in Case I waters].
Specificalgorithmsor different parameterizationswill be required to handle thesekindsof situationsor regions.
Algorithmsdesignedfor use at globalscalesare likely to be
lessaccurateat local and regionalscalesthan thosedeveloped
for particularregionsor bio-opticalconditions,and viceversa.
For local and regionalstudiesthe useof a regionallyparameterizedalgorithmmakessense,but for the purposeof producing chlorophyllmapsat globalscale,it would be very difficult
to use a patchworkof regionalalgorithmsbecauseof consistencyand transitionissuesbetweenalgorithms,and the fundamental lack of data in many regions.The calibrationand validation activitiesplanned for SeaWiFS will allow extensive
testing of OC2 and other algorithms and will determine
whether algorithmmodificationsor adjustmentsare required
to achievethe mostreliable globalestimatesof phytoplankton

L,•(X) water-leaving
radiance,/xWcm-2 nm-• sr-•.
Lwn(X) normalized
water-leaving
radiance,
mW cm-2
nm

sr

.

P phaeophytin
concentration,/xg
L -•.
Rrs remotesensing
reflectance,
sr-•.
Cruises and field studies

AMT

Atlantic

meridional

transect.

BBOP BermudaBioOpticsProject.
CalCOFI California CooperativeOceanicFisheries
Investigation.
EQPAC equatorialPacific.
JGOFS Joint Global Ocean Flux Study.
MOCE Marine Optical CharacterizationExperiment.
NABE North Atlantic Bloom Experiment.
WOCE World OceanCirculationExperiment.
Satellite

ocean color sensors

CZCS

MERIS
MODIS
OCTS
POLDER

coastal zone color scanner.

medium-resolution
imagingspectrometer.
moderate-resolution
imagingspectroradiometer.
oceancolor temperaturesensor.
Polarizationand Directionalityof Earth
Reflectances.

SeaWiFS Sea-viewingWide Field-of-viewSensor.
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